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UNSTEADY TRANSONIC FLOWS IN AN AXIAL FLOW COMPRESSOR*
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Introduction. This paper deals with some transonic flow problems for the supersonic

axial flow compressor: these arise in connection with flutter analysis for fan blading. Very

detailed solutions for unsteady plane transonic flows through a cascade of flat plates have

been given by Goldstein Braun and Adamczyk (1977) and Nagashima and Whitehead

(1977), see also Goldstein (1975), Kurosaka (1974), Mani and Horvay (1970), Miles

(1959), Morfey and Fisher (1970) and Verdon and McCune (1975). The present paper

treats the subject from the point of view of boundary value problems for the reduced wave

equations of supersonic and subsonic flow, with particular reference to (a) the rotor in a

finite duct and (b) a non-uniform incident stream.

In Sees. (1) and (2) we solve the supersonic entry problem for a = 0, tt by Fredholm

theory. If the frequencies are small we can show that the solutions depend on the duct

length, in some cases very significantly. The uniqueness proof of Sec. (3) requires strong

conditions on the incident stream and, see App. (B), we give a counter-example for a

differential equation of the same general class. If we could strengthen this result to do the

same for a specific case of entry solutions in the two-dimensional model of the ducted

rotor, (i.e. for Eq. (3.1) with given ip) then we would have a basis for a strict analytical

discussion of the 'buzz-saw' phenomenon, cf. Morfey and Fisher loc cit. Sec. (4) shows

that the exit problems for the subsonic stream ought likewise to be set in a bounded

region.

The above analysis of the differential equations has some interesting points of contact

with the physical arguments of Ferri (1940), (1964) and Kantrowitz (1950). Ferri en-

visaged a supersonic biplane such that the external shock wave system might be eliminated.

Kantrowitz, having developed a working supersonic compressor, explained its operation in

terms of a two-dimensional model which is now standard, c.f. Levine (1957), Stratford and

Sansome (1959), Hutton (1974) and Lichtfuss and Starken (1974), from an extensive

literature.
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Kantrowitz reasoned that in order to attain a quasi-smooth steady entry flow, avoiding

instability due to strong shocks extending far ahead of the rotor face, we need a precise

balance between the weak shock compressions associated with the forward blade edges

and the (simple wave) expansions over the rear blade segments. If this balance is not

achieved then only the propagation of unsteady waves upstream can restore quasi-smooth

flow. Ferri (1964), p. 387, goes further, proposing that the interference between the

unsteady waves coming off successive blades produces changes in the axial component of

velocity only: this is, in effect, condition (A) of Sees. (1), (2) below.

Because the physical flow problem involves such a fine balance the formulation of the

boundary problem for the two-dimensional model needs careful study. In Sees. (1) (2) we

propose three possibilities: either of these might prove most appropriate under various

prescribed working conditions and each involves a finite entry region. The investigation of

(G), on the other hand, is based on the cascade in an unbounded stream. Here the

uniqueness proofs, Manwell (1981) for the entry llows and Sec. (1) below for the flow

behind the in-passage shock, certainly support the analysis. However, see App. (A) below,

the necessary delicate balance has been achieved only by the introduction of a small

dissipation and then, only in the strictly analytical sense. Difficulties arise as soon as we

look into the effect of duct length or, again, non-uniformities in the entry flow. From the

physical point of view it would therefore seem preferable to keep to the usual treatment of

acoustic waves in a duct where end conditions are of basic importance.

1. The Kantrowitz model for supersonic entry flow; uniqueness proofs for supersonic and

subsonic cascade flows. In the idealisation of flow into a ducted rotor which provides the

two-dimensional cascade model, see Figs. (1) (2), we first suppose the rotor blades to be

very stubby and consider a quasi-two-dimensional flow in a thin annular region bounded

by circular cylinders each coaxial with the axis of the rotor. (This primitive model can be

elaborated by 'strip theory'.) Thus we agree to ignore all radial motion, centripetal forces

are not considered and the velocity along OX, see Fig. (2), corresponds to the axial

component measured relative to the moving blade under consideration. Similarly, the

velocity along CC in the model corresponds to the 'swirling' component of the (unsteady)

flow measured at the plane of entry to the duct. Ferri's hypothesis suggests that this latter

component will be determined by the incident stream, or better, by the mean steady flow.

We shall therefore set up a boundary value problem for slightly perturbed, usually

unsteady, flows, prescribing (a) cp, the velocity potential along CC', (b) the velocity

component normal to the blade segment and (c) the usual blade-to-blade periodicity (1.5)

below. These conditions uniquely define the corresponding soludons of the reduced wave

equation for a uniform stream and this result can be extended to slightly non-uniform

incident flows. We call this Problem (A).

There are, on a linear theory, other possible choices of the entry conditions at CC'. For

example we might fix the perturbation pressure and. compare (G), Eq. (2.5) take as the

independent variable

(B)

p = (iw, — 3/dx)cp (1-1)
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where w, is a frequency parameter. Again, there is a (formal) generalisation of the

outgoing-wave condition of Sommerfeld, originally stated for the Helmholtz equation but

often applied to the analysis of waves in subsonic flow. The analogue for entry conditions

in the case of a finite duct would appear to be best expressed by setting 9 = 0 at CC'

where, compare Copson (1975) p. 227 et seq also Courant and Hilbert (1962), Ch. IV, §5,

we set

(C)

qb = (iMlul — 3/dx)(p. (1-2)

Here Ml > 1 denotes the Mach number of the entry flow and the right hand member is

the usual Helmholtz expressions after the introduction of non-dimensional parameters.

Here and in what follows the notation is that of (G).

Let (jDj, cp2 be solutions of the reduced wave equation as set in the region il: ABA'C'C

and for a uniform supersonic entry flow. Then we have, with <p1 — <p2 = <p,

LW\ ~ <PXX ~ <Pyy/Pi - 2iM1kl<px - kffiy = 0,

k\fi\ - Mlu1, (1.3)

compare (G), Eq. (2.2). If we write tp = e~'Mlk,x<p we find

iXX ~ +yy/Pl + = 0. (1.4)

Moreover not only (jd but both p and <jp satisfy (1.3) and also the blade-to-blade periodicity

condition

<p' = <p{x', y') = e'a(p(x, y)\ x' = x + 1 ,y' = y + m\ < 1. (1.5)

which applies, in particular, between congruent points of the characteristics AC, A'C'.

Again, the boundary conditions in the uniqueness proof, qp = 0 at CC' and 9<p/3y = 0 at

AB, respectively, go over to the same conditions on xp of Eq. (1.4); this extends to the

analogous discussion based on (1.3) (1.4) for problems (B) and (C).

If we multipy (1.4) by 2\px and apply Green's theorem in the region £2 this being

bounded by T: ABA'C'CA we get

1 =${(l^l2 + I'M2//*! + kiW2) dy + 2M^jv/tfdx}. (1.6)

The contribution from AB vanishes with <py and for BA' we find

I 2 I a-[\d\p 2

dx
+ k2\^\2 \dy > 0. (1.7)

Also 13 = /J-. has a similar form and this cancels with L5 = —because between

corresponding points ip'/ip = exp(/'(a + Finally, since cp = 0 = \p along CC' we

get

I4 = fC'D\tv\2l3[2dy > 0; D = 1 - m2/32 > 0. (1.8)
Jc

It now follows that the non-negative contributions L2 and /4 each vanish and so both \p

and dip/dn vanish along CC'. This ensures the vanishing of the solutions in the vicinity of
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the non-characteristic arc CC and by using standard properties of hyperbolic equations

also the periodic property (1.5) we see that it vanishes throughout the region ii. Finally the

vanishing of the solution along BA' and the boundary condition at the blade segment BD'

ensures that it vanishes in hBD'A'.

To extend the proof to problem (B) we apply the previous arguments to show that p

vanishes in £2 and then observe that the potential must be of the form

<p0 = e'a<x(ae">y + be'a'v), (1.9)

which cannot satisfy the periodicity condition and so must vanish. A similar argument

starting with the condition 9 = 0 at CC" leads to the uniqueness proof for problem (C)

and subject to 1 < Mx < 2.

It is shown in (G) that the unsteady flow behind the strong in-passage shock, that is to

say the solution in the blade passages and behind the cascade, may be expressed in terms

of 3>2, where

^=(*2), +(*2),; V2 =(<f2) v ~(%)x (110)

and the problem can be reduced to determining <t2 satisfying the reduced wave equation

for subsonic flow and the following boundary conditions at the (normal) shock:

32 2L , 9^i
U2 + h2P2 = hxPx- (P2)v + h4^—-o>22j% = h,-^. (1.11)

Here we have

P2 = (i«2 - 9/9*)<t>2, h2 — |(l + Mx2),

h4 = (y + 1 )(MxM2/^2)\ M2 = 1 + (1.12)

the form of hx, h3 being immaterial in the present discussion. The potential function

9 = <!>, satisfies

<PXX + <Pyy/P 2 + 2 iM2k2q>x + kjfc;cp = 0,

k2Pi = M2w2, Pi=\-M~ (1.13)

and the boundary condition at the shock line may be written

(A($2)t + iBu2<P2) ' + f \y -
0 Jo

A = 14- h4{ 1 - k2), B = h2h4 - 1,

dt =
v = t (1.14)

where

^2)1' "'"(I ^2)^2) x ih2u>2<S>2 — ■■■ (115)

and the right hand members are known from the entry solutions.

We now consider solutions of Eqn. (1.13) in the region AD'LL' say,

x > 0, y > m(x — I), 0 < y < m. (1-16)
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Setting 4> = F + iG for the difference of two possible solutions we find

<£( FGX - GFX + M2k2(F2 + G2)) dy

+ (GFx - FGy) dx/fi2 = 0. (1.17)

If <p, vanishes at the blade segments and we also require <p = 0 at the exit line LL' then,

taking account of the periodicity between points of y = 0, y = m (or y = 2m in case

a = 77) the only contribution to (1.17) comes from the shock line(s). In the simplest case, if

squares of co2 may be beglected we get

a-,(AM? - Bfij) fA (F2 + G2) dy = 0, (1.18)•V

and some straightforward reduction shows that the factor before the integral sign does not

vanish provided 1 < M2 < (3 + y)/2. The uniqueness proof follows from (1.14) showing

that we have zero Cauchy data at the shock line. In general we treat (1.14) as a Volterra

equation linking <px with <p and, after solving this, we get the same conclusion for

sufficiently small values of «2.

The numerical process of shock fitting as employed in (G) is such as to suggest that

some restriction on the magnitude of w2 is probably necessary for the solution to be valid.

It will be observed that, in addition to the requirements of (G) our uniqueness proof

requires the prescription of one constant at the point D. We can avoid this by working

with x = d<p/dy rather than <p but then we would have to prescribe x instead of <p along

the exit line LL'.

2. Construction of the solutions 3>j for a = 0, ■jt. To exhibit the dependence of the

solutions on the choice of the entry line CC' we introduce a representation in terms of

trigonometrical series. The first step is to define new coordinates X, Y according to (2.1).

Here, dropping the suffix on we set

DX= 2(x - mp2y), DY = 2/3{y - mx),

D = 1 - m2/S2 > 0 (2.1)

where D > 0 as before, and in view of the subsonic axial property. At y = 0 we have

X = X(x) = 2x/D, Y = Y(X) = -2mfix/D and with point C(-/?c, c) we find Y(C) =

2(ic/(\ — m)3). We seek solutions for a = 0 or it in the form

, cntr X

^ ju„ - m/3mr

where Sgn(n) = sgn(«) for n ¥= 0 and Sgn(0) = -1. Here we have

jMkmP ± Sgn(«), A(«),

= ^Mkmfi + [mt — M~ j + 0(k2/n),

A(«)2 = (mr - Mk/2)2 -2D/H, (2.3)

f = ^ .. ~ ex-vi'il1- ~ xn Y(c) + X„y))), (2.2)
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these estimates holding with respect to k as k tends to 0 with the single exception of n = 0

which arises only for a = 0. (In the case a = m it is convenient to replace n by n + 5.) To

avoid the case of equal roots in the indices we require k < 2tt/(M + 1) for a = 0 and k

less than half this value for 0 = 77. The solution under (2.2) satisfies the periodicity

condition and vanishes along CC". To satisfy the boundary condition at the blade segment

we must have

9<p

9 y
= {Lc„{exp('(«w - mPn„))2x/D

v = 0 D

+ 0„exp(/(/j7r - mp\n))2x/D),

= W'(x) - iaW(x), (2.4)

where

l®J =
\n - mprnr ^ ^ u
—5 exp(;(/!„ - Ajy(c))
mpnir — [in

^ 1 — m/3 .
< © = i(2.5)1 + mfi v '

We write /(x) = 2c„exp(;«2i'77), x = x/(l — m/3) and, using the asymptotic bounds of

(2.3) to arrange (2.4) as an integral equation,

f(x) + 0/(Qx2 - Y(C))exp{iMk{Y(C) + mt8(1 + 0)*)}

= k f lK(x, t\k ■ ■ ■ )f(t) dt + g(x)
J(\

(2.6)

where K and g are known; for 0 = 77 the factor k before K may be improved to k2.

Regarding the right hand member as known (2.6) is of the form

f(x) = k(x) — 0exp[/(A + jujr)] f{xx), xx = &x — Y(C) (2.7)

and this, compare Picard (1927), is solved by the series

f(x) = h(x) - 0exp/'(A + fjix)h(x1)

+ 02exp /'(2A + /i(x + x1))h(x2),- ■ ■,

Xn+1 = @x„- Y(C)--- (2.8)

leading to a regular Fredholm equation equivalent to (2.6). Here / is periodic and

convergence is assured for 0 < 1. It should also be noted that the known function g is

given on a finite interval and the solution will, in general, have discontinuities in its first

order derivatives across the characteristics X = Y, X + Y = 2Y(C) (mod 2). However the

uniqueness proof still applies and the solution of Eq. (2.6) and the corresponding

boundary problem can be completed by using the Fredholm alternative.

In the case of rigid body motion of the blades we set, in our notation, the unit of length

being AB,

W=H + A(x-d) (2.9)
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and define Y* as the positive non-integral part of -Y(C). In case 0 < 0 + Y*(C) < 1 the

weak shock discontinuities reflected from CC' do not intersect the segment AB. Then, in

case a = 77 we can solve (2.6) to order « by simply equating coefficients and after setting

g(x) = f(x)e\p(~iMkx) with g = g0 + gWe then find

D r ®Y*DAu(\ + M2/p2)
go =   7 —— [iA/(I — mi3) + co (H — Ad)] H ,
So 2/3( 1 + 0) /V V U 2/3(1 + 0)(l + 0 )

DAu[\ + M2//?2]

gl ~ " 2/3(1 + 02)

It can then be shown that the velocity component along the blade is

- jj{2g(x)vvpi{Mkx(\ - m[3))

^ W [(1 — mfi)g(x) — 0(1 + m/3)g(@x + 7*)] 4- 0(u2),

(2.10)

P2

. , DA/( 1 - mfi) I 1 ,=  ^7T--T + *. I2-11)

M2(l + w/3) 2(1 + M2//32)

2/3(1 + 02) \ 2

and hence, neglecting w2,

3(p \ w / 1 - 0 . , , ^ AY*Q
TTet' '+ T~T0M ajJ" 1 /32(1 - m/)) 1 + 0!

+ 0(.v). (2.12)

As shown in App. (A), the solutions with <p set equal to zero are equivalent to the solutions

of (G) for the unbounded region. The introduction of the finite duct length modifies the

solutions significantly. This is particularly striking if W(x) vanishes near x = 0 and the

item under (2.12) and involving Y* does not vanish. Moreover, for fixed Mach number

and blade geometry but variable CC', the correcting term has an oscillatory character,

appearing and disappearing for changes of the duct length which are comparable with the

blade chord. This feature, however, disappears from the first order solution if M2 =

1/3 m2+ 1/3.

3. Non-uniform entry flows. The equation for acoustic waves in a non-uniform stream-

ing supersonic flow may be written as

(- \ ,(y \ ,ld(x/a\i) 1 3(x,*)\ J n ^
(Axf)„+(Ax,)f ^ - o. (3.1)

A = \(fl), J = 1= u1 + v2, a = a(q)

see Manwell (1982). Here x is the perturbation velocity potential, £, tj are characteristic

coordinates for the steady flow and \p is the stream function for the latter. To find a
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non-trivial example of such a steady flow we seek simple wave solutions of the characteris-

tic system

ui = ~Tiv(> y( = T2xv

= ~T2vv, yv = Tvxn, (3.2)

7\ 2 = tan(0 + e), e = e(q). (3.3)

compare Courant and Freidrichs (1948), Ch. IV B and in particular Fig. 20. For the

present purposes it is sufficient to consider such solutions as

x = Att) + B(v)CU), (3.4)

y = jr2{i)dA + T1($)B(rj)C($), (3.5)

C'(0/C($) = t;(0/(t2- TJ. (3.6)

We first construct the solution between two parallel lines along which £ is constant as are

also the quantities u, v and p. The periodic solution may therefore be generated by

replacing (x, y) by (x + \, y + m) and so on. Evidently the profile must be a

concave/convex one, compare Lichtfuss and Starken (1974) pp. 56-61. A salient feature of

such a simple wave solution is that it can be continued forward from the blade surface by

only a finite distance before we encounter a shock line. From the standpoint of supersonic

aerodynamice (the case co = 0) we must expect some complications in the theory of

boundary value problems and this seems to apply also in the case of acoustic waves.

We consider the case where 0, the inclination of the velocity vector to the main stream

direction is small and we suppose that the axes are taken so that we have, with

T0 = tan E,

x = A0£ + B0t] + ■ ■ ■ , y = T0(B0ri - A0ij) + ■ ■ ■ . (3.7)

Then equation (3.1) may be written as

X{, + riX( + r2Xn - c ~Y~ {(bo + r3)Xi +(q0 + r4)Xr, + r5x)

k2
p0=\+m/i, q0=l-mP, -P2~^p0q 0(1 +/"0)x = 0, (3.8)

the r/ being small and having the periodic property with, say, a = 0. We set

^ _ eik(M/2(q0(+p0ri) + w(£,ii))2r (3.9)

where w satisfies

M
wtr, + r!wt + '2% + = -y (rs - q0rl - p0r2) (3.10)
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and is defined by zero Cauchy data along CC': £ = tj. This leads to

J?(Z) = Z{„ + r,Z( + t2Z„ + kl(l + t0)Z = 0, (3.11)

with

Tj = rx + ik(uv - kMr3), k{ = k2p0q0/4,

t2 = r, + /A:(wf - \Mr4), (3.12)

and t0 real and small of the same order of magnitude as the rr From its construction

w(£, r\) and hence t0 also |Z| retains the periodic property between AC and A'C'.

We now extend the uniqueness theorem of Section 1 under the condition x = 0 along

CC', the periodic property between the characteristics and prescribed smooth values of

3x/3« along AB, the image of a rear blade segment in the (|, rj) plane. We first remark

that by an elementary analysis based on (3.2), (3.3) the condition 3x/3n = 0 is equivalent

to

Xf~ dt)Xr,/d£ = 0, (3.13)

in the characteristic coordinates. We note also that, by a classical result, see Picard (1928),

we may suppose that the characteristic coordinates are re-mapped (in the present case

only slightly changed) so that the blade segment goes into r/ = 0£ + const and CC

remains on the line £ = tj. We now choose real multipliers B, C in

Jf = 2BZ^ + 2CZV (3.14)

according to

B = B0 + - b2tj; C = C0 - cx| - c2tj. (3.15)

Here we first require

B0 > C0; Cj > 0"; c2> bx> b2> 0. (3.16)

Also since |>rj, 0 < 77 < 1 holds for points of the closure of S2 we can, by taking the £>•, c

sufficiently small in comparison with B0, C0, arrange that

B0 < B < B*, say, C0 > C > C* > 0. (3.17)

If we now multiply ^(Z) by^, apply Green's theorem and take the real parts we get

5

Jo + A + I h = 0- (3.18)
j=1

Here the area integrals are

Jo = f J (b2\Zt\2 + Cl\Zv\

+ |*,2(1 + r0)(c2 -bj- ^-+C^|?0||Z|2I dtdri, (3-19)

A = 2// R((t!Z{ + t2Z„){BZ6 + CZj) (3.20)
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and the IJ are the line integrals over AB, BA'... taken in anti-clockwise order. It will be

seen that having fixed B, C as above the sum JQ + Jx will be positive definite for

sufficiently small |t| and |/0| < 1. Then we have

I2 = /4 (CZJ2 + k2{\ + t0)B\Z\2) dV > 0, (3.21)
JB

rl ,

I4= f {B0- C0+(b{ +C, +c2-b2)t}\Z(\2d£>0. (3.22)
Jo

A= JB{C\Zv\2dV - B\Z(\2d£- k2(\ + t„)\Z\2(CdZ- Bdv)}. (3.23)

Also

rB

JA

which, after use of (3.13), yields

Ix = (B{Hx - k2( 1 + t0)\Z\2{C - QB)} di,
J A

//, = \(C/Q - B)
dx

+ k(Bt2- aJImlx^T
di

+ k2(C6t2 - Bt22) |x|2. (3.24)

Again, in view of the periodicity of w and x we find

i3 + /5 = r4{(61 - 62)iz'u,o)i2 - ^2(c, + c2)
Jc

X(1 + /0)|Z($,0)|2} d£. (3.25)

It is now an elementary, if slightly tedious matter, to show that the sum (3.24) with (3.25)

can be cast in the form

JT= /{ jr2(!)<!>'(I)2-^,4>(^)2} di, (3.26)

with //2(£) > 0, $(0) = 0 and small for nearly uniform flows. Then, by using the

Schwarz inequality, we can show that Jfis non-negative for some small kv Hence, from

(3.18) et seq the solutions X and Z vanish in £2.

The proof demands strong conditions. For example if B, C are to be linear then (3.16) is

necessary to ensure that J0, I4 also /3 +. /5 are non-negative and, at the same time,

C — ©5 > 0 in (3.24) holds only if we make c, and small 0(1 /CA), as measured in the

characteristic plane. Likewise, to ensure the positiveness of J0 + Jx, the same restriction

must be imposed on |r |, k and the \r\.

These observations, the great simplification of the preceding discussion for the special

case of flat plates and the example of Appendix (B) suggests that uniqueness may not hold

in general. However, it remains to be proved that this is so for any one member of (3.1).

Failure of uniqueness in the two-dimensional model, particularly for a very long entry

region, might be linked with the general behaviour of disturbances in plane supersonic

flow. Again, the 'buzzsaw' property of rotors would arise as a natural consequence of the

indetermination of the strictly periodic property between blade and blade
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4. A property of the exit flows for = 0. We consider periodic solutions of (1.13) in the

series form

<P = Z<P„ = Z{a„exp(/«wX + \„Y)-bnexp(inirX + (4.1)
n

Here we write

DX — 2(x + mfi2y), ~DY = 2P2(y ~ mx),

~D = \ + m2ft (4.2)

with

A„ = iM2k2R2m/32 ± |A(n)|, n # 0,

K{nf = (nir + M2k2/2)2 - k\~D/4,

k2{M2 + Z)1/2) < 2tt, (4.3)

and

Xo. Ao = i^Y1{mM2 +(1 + m2)1/2). (4.4)

Each term of (4.1) satisfies the periodicity condition for the case a = 0 and the series

provides a complete set of solutions in the vicinity of EE', say 7=0.

We can arrange that <p vanishes on LL' and then we find for n =£ 0,

bn = anexp(-2\A(n)Y(l,0)\), (4.5)

showing that the bn are uniformly small for large |/|. We note also that

&H<pH(X,0) = ^(X,0), (4.6)

with

and

= |A(«)|coth|A(«) Y(/,0)| + i^-~p2, (4.7)

= k2f3Ql(l + w2)1/2cot
k 2 ft 2

(1 + m2)1/2Y(l, 0) + iM2m\. (4.8)

An elementary observation is that for a whole sequence of values of Y(l, 0) the solution

(p(0) vanishes along both EE' and LL'.

We now show how, in principle, the boundary value problem for the solution <I>2 set in

£2 may be reduced to an auxiliary problem set in the blade passage A'D'EE'. The first

step is to use the Fourier series expansions for cp, cpy noting (4.7), to write down the

relation, based on the solution in fl2,

<p(X, 0) = jLx(X,r,l)<py(t,Q)dt (4.9)

which holds for general Cauchy data along EE'. Then a simple modification of the

uniqueness proof of (1.13) et seq shows that the corresponding problem set in is
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uniquely defined by the original conditions also values of q> along the boundary line EE'.

The actual construction of the solutions requires a fairly lengthy use of integral equations.

However, it is reasonable to assume that, as in the case of Laplace's equation, (to which

equation (1.13) tends for small values of the frequency parameter) we can find a second

relation connecting cp, cpy with the data, and that this is of the form

<p(X,0)= jL2(X, f, I)(py(t,0) dt + g{X) (4.10)

Combining (4.9) and (4.10) we get another linear relation to determine cpv and so the

values of <p along EE'. The significant observation is that because of the possible item in

<p(0) and equation (4.8) the kernel of (4.9) contains a periodic item. Hence even for the exit

flows it would be very surprising if the solutions tend smoothly into an asymptotic value

for / —> oo.

Acknowledgement. I would like to thank Dr D. S. Whitehead for drawing my attention

to the combination tone which characterises supersonic rotors.

Appendix A. We show that if we admit a very small dissipative term in the reduced wave

equation then the solutions which are bounded at infinity in the upstream direction are

precisely those which result from dropping the 0-terms in (2.4) et seq. The modified

equation is

L[<p] + e(/c0i - ^-)v2(p = 0 (A.l)
dx J

compare Lamb (1952) p. 328, equations 4, also p. 359. If e is very small we may replace cp

in the correction terms by <px or cp> as the case may be and an easy calculation gives the

small perturbations of the indices according to

2|A(/i)|Sgn(«)5(/X„) = e("X"D —(Inm - 2mplXn - WjD). (A.2)

It then follows from a check of the signs that the A„-functions of equation (2.2) increase

exponentially as Y tends to infinity and so must be excluded from the series solution. To

show that the other functions decrease it is sufficient to show that the product of the last

factor on the right of (A.2) with the corresponding item involving jun remains positive with

D(( 2mr — ux)2 + . (A.3)

In a slight re-arrangement of this discussion we note also that for fixed (x, y) the terms of

the second series on the right of (2.2) tend to zero as c, Y(C) increase without limit.

Formally the same conclusions may be derived by the damping device of (G) which

leads to (A.2) as before, although, strictly speaking, the e are different for each n.

Appendix B. Equations for which Problem A has eigenfunctions. Let (p be any solution of

(1.3) subject to the periodicity condition (1.5) with a = 0 and suppose (p vanishes on CC'.

Let

cp = ekw>p (B.l)

and suppose w satisfies

w(x + 1, y + m) = w(x, y) (B.2)
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for points of A'C', AC, respectively. Then \p satisfies

L(i) + 2k (wx\px - wy\py//?2)

+ 4>(kL0{w) + k2(w2 - Wy/li2)) = 0, (B.3)

where

L0(w) = wxx - wvv/fi2 - 2iMkwx. (B.4)

If, in addition, w satisfies the following

<py/<p = kwv, 0 < x < 1 — m/3\y = 0 (B.5)

for points of AB then \pr vanishes on this segment. Hence such a ^ has zero data on both

CC" and AB and satisfies the periodic condition between congruent points of A'C' and

AC: it is, therefore, an eigenfunction for Eq. (B.3) with the boundary conditions of

Problem A.

The simplest choice is to take n = 0 in (2.2) and then (B.5) gives

wv(x, 0) = | Mmfi + /'/?(1 + m2)1/2cot s#}; (B.6)

stf = /c/3 (1 + w2 )1/*( ySc/(l — mf)) + m/3x/D).

Here we choose k, c according to

Arc/S2 (1 + m2)l/~ = y(l — mfi) (B-7)

and suppose that k is small making c large 0(l/k). If also L0(w) = M2k2w we have

solutions

w = exp (iMkx){f(x + fry) + ig(x + fiy)} (B.8)

and we will take /(0) = g(0) = 0 the derivatives of / and g being determined by (B.6) for

0 < x < \ — mfi and remaining disposable in \ — mfi < x < \ + mfi. Hence we can

satisfy the periodicity condition between congruent points of AC: x + fiy = 0 and A'C':

x 4- /?y = 1 + mfi.
Some routine calculations give

wx = iMmPexp(-iMk/3y) + O(mk), (B.9)

w = f3wx + O(mk),

w2 - wy2/p2 = O(k),

from which it follows that we may write B3 in the form

i,, - tyy/P2 - 1cMk(\ + 0(m))ix

+ 0(mk\py) - /32k2i( 1 + 0{k)) = 0, (B.10)

as required.

It should be added that this example, taken with Sec. (3), certainly suggests that the

entry problem for a long duct is badly set but we must remember that we are working with

complex solutions and have not shown that any specific member of the (very wide) class

of equations (3.1) has eigenfunctions for the problems under consideration.
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Figure 2: Flow plane for supersonic entry
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Figure 4: Scheme for transonic flutter analysis
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